NASA eClips™ Releases New Videos About the Moon for Elementary School Students

May 14, 2019

These videos highlight NASA missions to help us discover more about our nearest neighbor and learn more about how the Moon impacts Earth through tides and moonlight.

NASA eClips™ Our World are short, relevant educational video segments produced for the Grades 3-5 audience. These videos explain science, engineering, and natural and designed world concepts.

Our World: Moon Phases

What causes the phases of the Moon? From New Moon to Full Moon, the Earth-Sun-Moon system is responsible for the Moon’s changing phases. Learn more about rotation, revolution and this repeatable pattern.

https://nasaeclips.arc.nasa.gov/video/ourworld/our-world-moon-phases

Our World: The Moon’s Impact on Earth

The Moon impacts Earth through tides and moonlight. NASA mission to the Moon continue to help us discover more about our nearest neighbor. Learn more about Moon mapping and resources.

https://nasaeclips.arc.nasa.gov/video/ourworld/our-world-the-moons-impact-on-earth
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